Philips Ambient Lighting brightens the lives of patients and staff alike. By offering a dynamic lighting environment Ambient Lighting neutralizes the harsh glare of institutional lighting while encouraging a sense of well-being. The whole experience is friendly and accessible, helping your patients feel less intimidated. Anxiety reduction leads to better patient-staff communication, leading to better cooperation. Also staff appreciates an adjustable and friendly work environment finding it easier to focus on the patient’s needs. The Ambient templated room design that is standard part of the solution further improves the workflow in the room. By improving the patient experience Ambient Lighting can help you differentiate your institute to attract more patients.

**Benefits**

- Reduces patient anxiety
- Enhances staff satisfaction
- Supports workflow
- Differentiates your institute
Under standard functional exam lights, patients may feel vulnerable, exposed and anxious. Our dynamic lighting solution addresses this problem by adding a soft-colored ambient glow to the room. With lighting surroundings become welcoming and friendly for patient and staff. Walls are washed by warm, inviting hues of red, green, yellow and blue. A relaxed patient may also help procedures run more smoothly.

Ambient Lighting standardly includes a single wall dimmer by which the intensity and color choice can be controlled. Lights can even be set to sequence slowly through all colors, creating an evolving rainbow effect.

**Ambient room design**
This innovative lighting solution integrates technology and templated Ambient room design, creating comfortable, de-cluttered and open workspaces, making the examination environment more organized and efficient. Our templated room designs are created upon valuable insights gathered from the field, and are optimized for various imaging rooms.

**A sense of control**
Personalization of the environment provides a sense of control that can facilitate confidence and comfort to the patient. This sense of control leads to a calmer, more receptive patient and can result in a better overall experience. The optional wall mounted touchscreen is designed specifically to give the patient the possibility to personalize the environment. The patient can choose from a number of nicely presented themes.

**Music - optional**
Light distracts patients, but adding inviting music to Ambient Lighting makes the experience even more impactful. Dynamic light scenarios with music are combined in themes and can be selected via the wall mounted touchscreen. For example the effect of sunlight filtering through a green forest is combined with relaxing background music in the theme “Forest”.

**Stand out from the crowd**
Philips is a global leader in both commercial lighting design and medical imaging technology. Our research provides insights into the way patients and clinicians experience the healthcare environment. We look forward to helping you create the most people-focused healing environment possible with Ambient Lighting and other solutions from our Ambient Experience portfolio.

---

Please visit [www.philips.com/AmbientExperience](http://www.philips.com/AmbientExperience)